Aboriginal camps as urban foundations? Evidence from southern Queensland
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Musgrave Park: Aboriginal Brisbane’s political heartland

In 1982, Musgrave Park in South Brisbane took centre stage in Queensland’s ‘State of Emergency’ protests. Bob Weatherall, President of FAIRA (Foundation for Aboriginal and Islanders Research Action), together with Neville Bonner – Australia’s first Aboriginal Senator – proclaimed it ‘Aboriginal land’.

Musgrave Park could hardly be more central to the issue of land rights. It lies in inner Brisbane – just across the river from the government agencies that were at the time trying to quash Aboriginal appeals for landownership, yet within the state’s cultural hub, the South Bank Precinct. It was a very contentious green space.

Written and oral sources concur that the park had been an Aboriginal networking venue since the 1940s.1 OPAL (One People of Australia League) House – Queensland’s first Aboriginal-focused organisation – was established close to the park in 1961 specifically to service the large number of Aboriginal people already using it. Soon after, many key Brisbane Aboriginal services sprang up around the park’s peripheries. By 1971, the Black Panther party emerged with a dramatic march into central Brisbane.2 More recently, Musgrave Park served as Queensland’s ‘tent
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This history makes Musgrave Park the unofficial political capital of Aboriginal Brisbane. While that legacy affected Weatherall's and Bonner's choice of this site for their 1982 proclamation, many Brisbane Aboriginal people already viewed Musgrave Park as their 'campsite' and 'home'.

In 1985, Bob Weatherall asked me to evaluate the oral tradition that the park has always been an important meeting and camping place against the testimony of written history. The research highlighted written records from the 1890s onwards, recalling a set of subcamps on the ridges of what is now the Brisbane High School end of Musgrave Park, continuing for 400 metres towards today's Dorchester Street and Somerville House (see Figure 1). Early residents Chas Melton and William Clark document 'hundreds' of Aboriginal people living on the ridges here during the 1840s and 1850s, walking daily into South Brisbane town to sell, trade, work or beg. They recall 'bark and bough gunyahs under the trees at the foot of Highgate Hill, and on the slanting sides of Cumbooquepa (Somerville House)'.

The report found that Musgrave Park had been a public reserve since the commencement of European settlement. Brisbane surveyors habitually allotted areas for water or recreational use in their mapping during the 1840s. Surveyor Henry Wade's 1844 map shows he left the area we now call Musgrave Park unassigned, presumably on account of its waterholes or Aboriginal occupants, as early accounts recall South Brisbane (then just a few houses) relied on a waterhole and swamp within this area. Aboriginal people were recorded camping around the ridges of this and the adjacent waterholes of Woolloongabba. In fact, the water was regularly carted from these waterholes to the emerging town by local Aboriginal children. By 1850, the area was officially called 'South Brisbane Reserve for Public Recreation and Extension'.
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Between the 1880s and 1930s, South Brisbane Reserve shrank as housing encroached and the water supply was used up. The remaining core was renamed Musgrave Park in 1884 in honour the visit of Lord Musgrave. Thus, Musgrave Park was effectively a ‘relic’ of an Aboriginal camp and waterhole.

It was a relic that has refused to go away. In 1900, Aboriginal men were still collecting bunya nuts at Mater Hill near the park. Perhaps because the park lay halfway between the home of the Queensland Aboriginal Protector (Archibald Meston) and the West End Aboriginal Girl’s Home, Aboriginal men continued to ‘loiter’ here. A few decades later, this ‘loitering’ had turned the park into Brisbane’s main venue for Aboriginal people to meet and socialise.

---
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Musgrave Park as a pre-settlement campsite

Musgrave Park’s Aboriginal use long pre-dates the 1940s. Does this equate to the area ‘always’ being a meeting and camping ground? Until the 1850s, it retained its swamp, woodland and rainforest resources. Aboriginal people supplied thatching to South Brisbane from the reeds of this swamp. Traditionally, this was Kurilpa (‘place of bush rats’), a rainforest and wetlands pocket covering today’s West End and South Brisbane. It was favoured for Aboriginal hunting drives on bush rats, scrub turkeys and other foods.15

Within Kurilpa, Michael Strong’s archaeological survey concluded that Musgrave Park offered the best site for a base camp:

> the mosaic of vegetation patterns … would have provided a rich variety of food, both vegetable and animal, and many other resources such as medicines and bark for construction of housing. The environmental context would have … provided for the larger gatherings … It is possible that … a camp site existed in the Musgrave Park area, as it offered a ridge sitting above significant wetlands and a creek … The area also offered a range of nature resources that would have provided most, if not all, requirements of daily life.16

Strong also noted a pathway threaded from Musgrave Park to a known river crossing (Kurilpa Point) – again suggesting that it was the location of a camp.17 Stone axes and scrapers have been found within and very close to the current park.18 This again implies the camp pre-dates settlement.

Between 1827 and 1830, there was no European settlement on this side of the river, yet Aboriginal people are recorded conducting disastrous and continuous raids on the area’s maize crops. We know they did this from a camp close by, as Commander Logan sent soldiers to storm the camp to dissuade further raids.19

Rethinking the nature of Aboriginal campsites

A hundred years ago, acknowledging the persistence of a camp beside Brisbane City was not deemed important. Aboriginal people, being classed ‘closer to apes than angels’,20 were assumed to be ‘just passing through’ like migratory birds. As Buchan
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noted, Australia’s European founders clung to Enlightenment views that hunter-gatherers had ‘an absence of architectural culture … no thought for the morrow’.21 This helped justify colonial claims over Indigenous lands.22

However, since the 1970s, Aboriginal living areas have been reconsidered through archaeological work on ‘permanent villages’ in western Victoria.23 Julia Coleman and Jay Hall identified Aboriginal ‘villages’ in south-eastern Queensland and north-eastern New South Wales.24

It was already known that base camps occupied well-defined, fairly permanent areas.25 Hall, Lilly and Ulm showed that larger camping grounds had archaeological signatures26 with well-planned layout and placement,27 and nearby ‘amenities’ such as ceremonial grounds, burial grounds, a public space and a refuse tip.28 This matched the observations of early explorers of the area – for example, Leichhardt in his travels between NSW and Wide Bay (Queensland):

over their territory … they have regular ‘camps’ like the villages and inns of the whites found in other countries. They know the localities (of these) extraordinarily exactly. … These ‘camps’ are only little distant from one another and they journey only a short stretch during a day.29

Colin Munro – an early Fernvale pioneer – describes a typical southern Queensland camp as having 50 huts of five to six persons each.30 This gives a total of 250–300 persons per camp. Another early south-eastern Queensland settler, Thomas Petrie, states: ‘the Turrubul (Brisbane) tribe certainly did not all congregate together in one spot but camped in lots of about 200 each, and they visit each other’.31 These populations included non-locals. Early settler Thomas Petrie grew up speaking the local languages. He describes Brisbane’s traditional camps hosting visitors from many other areas – the Logan, Stradbroke Island, Bribie Island, Ipswich and Wide Bay.32 Regular sub-camps were allotted to the visitors. Lengthy gatherings were held, for hunts, ceremonies and tournaments, and for marriages.33
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Negative images of historic Aboriginal camps

If camps sometimes held large numbers of residents, they must have been highly visible in the colonial landscape, and would have been initially larger than European settlements. Where they continued into recent times, they may be assumed to have had an impact on the design of the towns that enveloped them.

Paul Memmott has shown that Aboriginal camps were a ubiquitous feature of Australian towns. This means that every Australian town had an Indigenous spatial component. Such residential presence is rarely mentioned in colonial histories, largely because it was sidelined or not ‘noticed’. Nineteenth-century paintings show Aboriginal people on ‘the edges and fringes of urban settlement’, even when their urban presence is clearly recorded.

This bias also pervades perceptions of Indigenous urban heritage. Suburban and town museum displays concentrate on ‘Dreaming stories’ or other intangibles. Studies of Aboriginal societies overwhelmingly emphasise remote rather than urban communities. If Aboriginal heritage is honoured within urban settings at all, it is through plants, animals or artefacts from before settlement, as though Indigenous society of the last two centuries is irrelevant.

Ironically, the efforts of Charles Rowley, Henry Reynolds and other historians in highlighting the brutality of colonisation created a narrative wherein Aboriginal camps were assumed to vanish with the tide of invasion. In this scenario, Aboriginal society was so disrupted by the invaders that traditional life patterns immediately dissolved and traditional living spaces were replaced by ‘fringe camps’. Fringe camps were not viewed as traditional living spaces, but rather as something the white community created from detribalised ‘refugees’, who gravitated to the towns and were assigned ‘leftover’ lands. In other words, ‘fringe camps’ are viewed as subsidiary, artificial living areas. Rod Fisher painted Brisbane ‘fringe’ camps as ‘underdeveloped’. Ross Johnston viewed them as undergoing ‘increasing degradation’. Other historians described camp residents as ‘slaves’ providing cheap sex and labour, and the inhabitants spiralling into crime, addiction and suicide.
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Inaccuracies in the ‘fringe camp’ image

It cannot be denied that substance abuse, mass removals or massacres occurred at historic camps, as did exclusion from certain metropolitan areas. Land acquisition and associated loss of natural resources degraded and confined Aboriginal living areas. This affected how Aboriginal people valued their camping grounds. For example, Francesca Merlan’s research near Katherine, Northern Territory, found Aboriginal residents believed ‘rainbols’ (spirits) had been ‘thrown away’ by construction work – inducing them to hold their living areas in similar disrespect. However, change was not always or entirely negative. The influx of Western goods and ideas provided a volatile space for growth and innovation. Hinkson and Smith argue that the resultant ‘hybridity’ did not create a people ‘caught between two worlds’ but rather a more contemporary manifestation of Aboriginal culture. Certainly, long-term Aboriginal values continue in urban communities of Brisbane, and the layout of modern ‘town camps’ manifest traditional Indigenous forms, updated with new technologies. More importantly, as Paul Irish and Michael Ingrey have found in east Sydney, camps and Aboriginal housing continue to occupy the same precolonial spaces:

Even today, these camps are often thought of as fringe camps, as if Aboriginal people had no choice over location and were left trapped and dependent on the outer edge of European settlements. The continued occupation of rich resource areas and the likely maintenance of cultural obligations to country show that this was not the case.

Indeed, there is increasing archaeological evidence that ‘fringe’ camps in many cases perpetuated camps that existed before settlement. Archaeologist Peter Kabaila found that the Yass region’s Aboriginal reserve was established during the nineteenth century ‘because it was near an existing camp by the river’. There are further examples of this from the mid-north coast of New South Wales, Brisbane Airport and south Kimberley. Patricia Bourke located many historic camps ‘on top of older pre-contact sites’ within Darwin.
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Early government reports support this evidence of continuous occupation. The *Annual Report on the State of Aboriginals in New South Wales* (1852) observed Aboriginal groups quitting traditional campsites during frontier violence, only to move back when peace was restored, with residents becoming workers on New South Wales homesteads.\(^{58}\) This pattern was replicated on the Darling Downs in Queensland.\(^{59}\)

**Historic camps as vibrant colonial communities**

Despite being physically different from European towns, Aboriginal ‘town camps’ were places of enculturation, socialisation and identity, as European villages were.\(^{60}\) *Yumba* – a Queensland word for fringe camp – means ‘home’.\(^{61}\) In other words, these places were not ‘leftover lands’ but cherished sites. Herb Wharton’s account of Cunnamulla *yumba* describes a warm, supportive community, rich in sociocultural life.\(^{62}\) In the 1980s, the Mitchell Aboriginal community collected elders’ memories of Mitchell *yumba*. Their account shows their *yumba* played a key role in maintaining local sites, bush tucker, kinship and crafts.\(^{63}\)

The occupants of ‘town camps’ were also the lifeblood of rural industries.\(^{64}\) Their contribution to the pastoral industry has been explored,\(^{65}\) but they were also essential to fishing, oystering, timber-getting and domestic services. Mitchell *yumba* provided many of the town’s farm and stockhands, domestic servants, fencers, ring-barkers, hunters of ‘vermin’, fishers and bullock-drivers.\(^{66}\)

As sole traders or working for white bosses, camp residents were major suppliers of ‘bush produce’: fish, crabs, oysters, honey, baskets, native fruits and nuts, pelts, ornamental flowers and plants, bark and even fur cloaks.\(^{67}\) In 1847, the potential of Moreton Bay prawns was discovered from Aboriginal fishers:

> During the last week, the natives have procured immense quantities of this delicious crustaceous fish … They are much larger than the same kind of fish caught on the southern coasts … and would no doubt turn out a profitable export … Several of the Inhabitants have potted, salted and pickled them, in large quantities, for the purpose of forwarding them to Sydney.\(^{68}\)
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Knowledge of geography, geology, food and biota was also contributed. In 1877, timber-getter and businessman William Pettigrew made a presentation to the Queensland Philosophical Society in Brisbane outlining the useful qualities of native Queensland timbers. His presentation was based – as he admitted – almost entirely on information provided by the Aboriginal people he knew, his timber crew being initially all Indigenous people.

The influence of Aboriginal camps on urban history

All of this evidence points to Aboriginal ‘fringe camps’ as more central to the story of the growth of colonial towns than is commonly accepted. Susanne Jones argued that a largely undocumented ‘deep history’ of Indigenous–European interaction probably underlies the development of most Australian urban settlements. Aside from historical and economic influences, did Aboriginal base camps influence the siting, components and design of Australian towns and suburbs? In south-east Queensland, the former campsites I was taken to by Aboriginal families were mostly located in current public reserves or parks, well within central business districts. This raises the question: which came first, park or camp?

Many site locations for south-east Queensland’s historic camps are recorded in Colliver and Woolston’s ‘Aboriginals in the Brisbane Area’ (1978) and John Steele’s monumental Aboriginal Pathways (1983). Early Brisbane maps do not detail Aboriginal camp locations, but Local Studies units within Brisbane suburban libraries hold local reminiscences that help to place them. Old maps, early memoirs, newspaper reports and the insights of local history groups and archaeologists further expand the results. From this basis, I was able to locate some 100 historic Aboriginal camps within the Greater Brisbane area alone. Very few of these could have been ‘single occasion’ (or ‘dinner’) camps, as they are referenced over many decades, in different sources, yet always on the same location. Aboriginal informants advised me that at least six Brisbane camps were still functioning into the 1950s. In most cases, a park or some other reserve with a supply of water was the location. In the following discussion, examples from southern Queensland are considered in more detail.
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Redcliffe

Queensland’s first European settlement was Redcliffe, 40 kilometres north of present-day Brisbane. In 1799, explorer Matthew Flinders made landfall below Redcliffe’s Woody Point and proceeded 400 metres to what is now Clontarf. Here he encountered a vacant Aboriginal camp. Redcliffe was established as a penal colony in 1824, abandoned in 1825. Much later, in 1875, Clontarf was where Redcliffe’s first urban settlement developed. Significantly, early residents found a vibrant Aboriginal camp at the same location that Flinders had recorded a camp. They describe its importance in the annual Aboriginal mullet run – groups coming from afar to fish and engage in dugong and turtle hunts and corroborees. Even in 1913, this was the regular camp for Sam Boama – the last Aboriginal man recorded living a ‘traditional’ life in Redcliffe. There are 12 references to this camp, spanning more than a century: in 1799, 1823, 1842, 1843, 1859, 1875, 1885, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1900 and 1913.

Why Redcliffe’s European settlement emerged next to an Aboriginal camp is revealed in early maps (Figure 2). They show that this area – known as ‘Bell’s Paddock’ – contained a set of freshwater reserves, created by lagoons and swamps. It was ‘much bigger in those days … It extended from Victoria Avenue to Thompson Crescent, taking in Donald and McLennan Streets’. This area embraced all those that early colonists described as Aboriginal camps. Today, the area is a cluster of parks: Bell’s Paddock, Bicentennial, Apex, Filmer, Woody Point and Crockatt.

Did the Aboriginal camps appear on account of the parks? Obviously not: Flinders’s 1799 description and the other early pre-1875 references show that the camps long pre-date the parks. A much-used well near the Woody Point Park was purportedly of Aboriginal origin. There was another such well just north of the Clontarf Water Reserve. Thus the area’s first wells also seem to have been Aboriginal.
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Figure 2: Redcliffe peninsula, showing water reserves (dark areas) associated with Aboriginal encampments.
Further north lay the second colonial water reserve. In 1843, missionaries described an Aboriginal camp on this spot, decades before the reserve was declared.82 Today it is a park: Humpymbong, at the heart of Redcliffe.83 Redcliffe’s two other colonial water reserves were beside the only other recorded Aboriginal camping grounds of Redcliffe peninsula: on the very northern tip (Scarborough), and at the swampy ‘neck’ of Rothwell.84

The ‘main business’ of early Redcliffe seems to have grown from the camps’ ‘main business’. As mentioned, this area was the focus of the mullet run. The camps were renowned for quality oysters and mud crabs. Aboriginal hearths for processing and roasting shellfish were once common around Clontarf.85 European Redcliffe similarly won renown as a fishing, oystering, crabbing and boating resort. This could be a coincidence determined by the environment, except that early residents such as Parry-Okeden inform us that the Aboriginal residents were Redcliffe’s first boating pilots and first sellers of fish and oysters.86 The European town developed in the 1880s–1920s, which suggests its raison d’être was fed by intercultural exchange.

**Breakfast Creek**

In 1823 and 1824, explorers John Oxley and Alan Cunningham sought the best site for a Moreton Bay colony, the future Brisbane. They favoured ‘Breakfast Creek’, today’s suburbs of Newstead, Ascot and Hamilton. Oxley promoted Breakfast Creek because here ‘they [the Aborigines] are very numerous’.87 Oxley viewed their villages as indicative of rich land. Cunningham was similarly delighted to find fresh water in the form of ‘ten native wells’ in the vicinity. Thus the location of Brisbane was chosen, as Oxley said, because it was ‘not a half mile’ from a cluster of Aboriginal camps.88

> Numerous were the beaten paths of the wild aborigine. His several fireplaces showed me that this point of the river was numerously inhabited.89

These camps did not ‘collapse’ once settlement began. Rather, over the following decades we have continuous reports about them in local newspapers.
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ABORIGINAL CAMPS AS URBAN FOUNDATIONS? EVIDENCE FROM SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND

Ray Evans researched a violent police raid that took place here in 1861, in which the camps were burnt to the ground. He presumed this marked their end. However, this was not the first or last raid. The camps were destroyed by settlers and police at least seven times, but were continually rebuilt. At least one camp was still active into the 1890s, and a few Aboriginal residents lived close by in hostels as late as 1910–14. Families who claim descent from Brisbane and surrounding areas had ancestors living in these hostels.

As the raids suggest, Breakfast Creek was a significant thorn in the side of colonists. For decades, there were reports of hostilities: raids on gardens, robberies, harassment, and counter-attacks by police and farmers. Alex Bond, a Kabi man, recalls his mother Penny Bond describing the area as a ‘battle front’. Police regularly chased Aboriginal people across the creek each sundown. Tit for tat, camp residents treated settlers who ventured onto their side of the creek as fair game. Aboriginal defiance was the main reason for an 1850 petition from Breakfast Creek colonists demanding police protection. The area remained largely unsettled 32 years after Brisbane was established:

Between Breakfast Creek and Eagle Farm … there still remains some dense patches [of scrub] … it is at present the rendezvous of the Aboriginal tribes … At these times they become a dangerous pest to the small farmers dwelling in that neighbourhood.

Nevertheless, these camps were vital to Brisbane’s supply of fish:

Until very recently the inhabitants of Brisbane depended mostly for a supply of fish upon the aborigines of this locality [Breakfast Creek], very much, no doubt, to the profit, in a pecuniary sense, of these sable sons of the soil.

Operating traditional fishing weirs and nets at the camps, the Aboriginal residents had sufficient surplus to trade and sell in town. Chas Melton witnessed ‘a couple of hundred fish’ procured ‘in a few minutes’ at Breakfast Creek. He states that the catches were sold door-to-door to Brisbane’s ‘housewives’. Today, the parks of Newstead, Crosby, Hamilton, Bartley’s Hill and Oriel, and the Albion and Eagle Farm Raceways occupy the former camps.
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Victoria Park (York’s Hollow)

Another unacknowledged thorn in Brisbane’s side lay above the city centre, around Victoria Park (Kelvin Grove and Spring Hill). This was ‘York’s Hollow’ – windy, woody ridges that at times saw 700 to 1,000 Aboriginal residents in the 1840s and 1850s, making it similar in size to early Brisbane. Today, this remains the largest expanse of open space near Brisbane City: a park, a golf course, a tertiary institute and exhibition grounds. One of the original boundary roads lay south of the Aboriginal camps. Again, this was an area designated as a water reserve that became parkland. The area’s many waterholes and springs were the main water supply for the northside of early Brisbane during the 1840s to 1860s.

Denis Cryle and Rod Fisher presumed York’s Hollow emerged as a ‘fringe camp’ during the 1840s and disappeared by 1860. However, my own finds of stone artefacts and oyster shell suggest it was occupied by the time of first settlement, if not before. A year before any European settlement (September 1824), Oxley reported being kept awake by the tumultuous noise of Aboriginals ‘a mile above’ his camp at Milton. A ‘mile above’ Oxley’s camp would be roughly at today’s Petrie Terrace. This was the location of ‘Green Hills’ camp, close to the former tournament grounds at Roma Street that the camps used. This might explain the noise.

Even if this was not the camp Oxley heard, we know York’s Hollow existed by the convict period (1820s–1830s) as botanists visited it, and Tom Petrie, one of the earliest settlers, mentions its use. Neither did it disappear in 1860: a decade later, Archibald Meston visited 60 Aboriginals here. In the 1890s, the location was a main centre for blanket giving. Still later, between the 1930s and 1950s, many Aboriginal families including the Fords and Rallahs lived in York’s Hollow ‘shanty town’.

York’s Hollow deaths, corroborees and tournaments were reported in Brisbane newspapers as part of the daily fare. White administrators were embroiled in disputes with the camps’ occupants – to the extent of attacks (one by the 11th Regiment) and public executions.
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The massive camp provided early Brisbane's gardeners, wood-choppers and domestic cleaners, and supplied brushwood (essential for domestic cooking and warmth), honey and ornamental plants and ferns.\footnote{Brisbane Courier, 3 June 1922.} The latter seem to have influenced the development of Brisbane's distinctive ‘bush houses’ (decorative garden huts or veranda sections for displaying assorted fernery and orchids). Lord's 1930s history
of Brisbane gardening tells us the tradition developed during the nineteenth century, being 'supplied with the most beautiful of their orchids, staghorns, ferns, etc. by the blacks' from scrubs behind York’s Hollow camp.115

Later use of Victoria Park indicates further Aboriginal influence. Being the venue for spectacular intertribal sports and tournaments, York’s Hollow drew European spectators.116 Its Aboriginal tournaments were recalled as ‘stirring enough to arouse the admiration of the toughest larrikin’.117 Thus it is more than coincidental that Victoria Park’s open woodlands became the venue for European sports and rifle-shooting. Eventually, the area hosted sports contests and shows – notably Queensland’s annual Exhibition (‘Ekka’) – since 1876. From the 1910s to 1950s, the most popular aspect of this event were the Aboriginal boxing matches, and the ‘Aboriginal Hall’ where Aboriginal missions and reserves showcased their produce and crafts.118

Nundah

Queensland’s first free (non-convict) settlement was a Moravian mission at ‘German Station’, Nundah (1838). It owes its existence and location to Aboriginal camps: the missionaries wanted to be close to potential converts, so they chose the crossroads of major pathways in the middle of several camps.119 Aboriginal elders granted them the spot called Tumbal (‘hoop pine’) – a forested knoll.120 When it became obvious that Aboriginal people were not becoming converts, government and mission funding dried up. This forced the German missionaries to focus on farming in order to survive. The mission sputtered to a gradual end, but it nevertheless initiated Queensland’s first school, first dairy and first vegetable farms, all of which were for – and partly the work of – scores of Aboriginal people who attended the failing mission.

Despite the gradual demise of the mission, the camps persisted for many decades. During the 1910s, the site of the camps became what are still Nundah’s main parks: Bishop, Mercer, Shaw and Kalinga. A huge inter-group corroboree was held at today’s Mercer Park as late as 1903.121 Even in the 1940s to 1950s, Kalinga Park was home to a shanty town that included Aboriginal families.122
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Wynnum

Wynnum’s Indigenous roots were never denied. The area was first remembered as a large ‘black’s camp’.123 Early residents stated they knew their Bayside hamlet was named by Aboriginal people after pandanus (*win-nam*) – a food source.124 Tom Petrie, an early visitor, described Wynnum as the Aboriginal camp for launching expeditions to hunt turtle, dugong and flying fox on the neighbouring islands.125 There were advertisements for Aboriginal boating and fishing excursions – including the traditional turtle and dugong hunts.126
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European settlement first appeared at North Wynnum (around the mouth of Wynnum Creek) as a fishing-related adjunct to the Aboriginal camp. By 1908, Wynnum was a thriving town and the old camp was transformed into public parks (Elanora Park and Greene’s Park). However, locals persisted in referring to this area as ‘Blacks Camp’ in the 1920s–1940s.

Nambour

Nambour today is the administrative centre for the Sunshine Coast Regional Council. The accepted history is that the town was ‘founded’ or settled in 1870 when Matthew Carroll Senior set up a hut on the town’s Petrie Creek. The town was purportedly named after a farm. However, eight years earlier (1862), a map of this area already shows ‘Nambour’ marked where the town is now. The map was produced by William Pettigrew, an early timber-getter. According to Pettigrew’s diary, ‘Nambour’ constituted the grassy flats by Petrie Creek, which he coveted for running cattle, but could not use as too many Aboriginal people were there, frightening the herd. Also in 1862, pioneer Tom Petrie visited this area (hence ‘Petrie’s Creek’). He similarly mentions a camp on the creek – a great corroboree centre where even groups from the distant interior stayed. Thus, Nambour camp certainly preceded Nambour town.

In fact, the camp seems to have been the reason for establishing a town. Petrie visited solely to recruit a team for timber work. Some 40 individuals (including their wives and children) elected to join him. For the next decade, these were the main timber-workers around the Sunshine Coast and Wide Bay. Mathew Carroll only moved into the Sunshine Coast under a contract to cut timber. He shifted from the beach to Petrie’s Creek to assist Pettigrew’s and Petrie’s timber work. By 1865, Pettigrew had arranged for logs to be dragged to what is now Nambour Showgrounds at the Petrie Creek camp. This was where Mathew Carroll chose to settle. Mathew Carroll Junior describes the camp:

---
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The show ring [site] was a favourite camping ground [for the blacks] and there they used to stay for weeks at a time. … Often have I seen hundreds of mia-mias erected on the showgrounds, perhaps most frequently at bunya time, every three years.\textsuperscript{136}

Carroll explains that as his family were the only white residents, his playmates as a child were Aboriginal children who – like him – became involved with the timber industry:

We were often much aided by the aborigines, our playmates of earlier days, who knew where the rich timber patches were in the scrubs and led us to them. Some of the blacks themselves made first-class bullock-drivers and fine timber-cutters.\textsuperscript{137}

The Nambour Showgrounds is still within Nambour’s central business district.

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{St Joseph’s Magazine}, 8 February 1934: 2.
\textsuperscript{137} \textit{St Joseph’s Magazine}, 8 February 1934: 1–2.
Bli Bli

Officially, the history of Bli Bli on the Sunshine Coast begins in the 1910s. Prior to this (1880s), the area had just a single homestead. However, opposite that homestead and the heart of today’s Bli Bli town lies Muller Park. Early residents recall this as:

once a large aboriginal settlement, acres of which are still covered with the shells of oysters and other fish which must have comprised a good part of the diet of those ancient inhabitants … Old settlers tell of a large encampment of blacks at this locality.

The account goes on to describe the many axes, grindstones and tools for processing shellfish that farmers would plough up there. Bli Bli camp persisted until 1917. There are Aboriginal people, such as the Jones family, whose ancestors are recorded living at that camp and who still live there. Ironically, today white residents dispute this heritage, ridiculing Aboriginal people’s attempts to fight inappropriate development of Muller Park.

Maroochydore

Maroochydore on the Sunshine Coast is said to have emerged in 1912 at Cottontree (Maroochy Heads), developing from 1890s holiday camps run by the Salvation Army. That ‘point of origin’ is even now a caravan park. These holiday camps founded the region’s beach tourism. What is missing from this narrative is the fact that the church camps were only established because the Salvation Army was greatly alarmed at the moral laxity of the Europeans, Pacific Islanders and Aboriginals already camping here. Since the 1870s, timber was rafted from Coolum Creek, Nambour and Bli Bli to Cottontree by Pettigrew’s Indigenous team. They camped at Chambers Island and Picnic Point in Maroochydore. Maroochydore’s first boat and fishing tours also seem to have been run by local Aboriginal families, such as the Balls. In fact, Cottontree was already an ancient residential area.

---

138 Nambour Chronicle and North Coast Advertiser, 22 July 1927.
139 Nambour Chronicle and North Coast Advertiser, 22 July 1927.
140 The Telegraph, 23 May 1917.
144 Gittins 1994: 15.
145 Cubby 1976: 5.
146 Chronicle and North Coast Advertiser, 4 September 1903: 5.
In 1844 – before any white presence – the explorer Bracewell described an Aboriginal camp of over 80 persons at Maroochy Heads.\textsuperscript{147} Ian McNiven’s excavations found that, from 500 years ago until colonial times, Maroochy Heads was a favoured site for exploiting estuarine shellfish (oyster, cockle, whelk) and processing \textit{bungwall} (a swamp tuber).\textsuperscript{148}

Thus it would be more correct to say that Maroochydore began as a shellfish-harvesting camp. Shellfishing was woman’s work (they would travel through the area’s mangrove islands in small canoes to gather oysters). Their presence made Maroochydore attractive to the mostly male Aboriginal, Islander and European workers who camped here. As this resulted in Aboriginal, Aboriginal–Islander and Aboriginal–European liaisons, one of the Salvation Army’s first acts at Cottontree was conducting beachside marriages.\textsuperscript{149}

\textbf{Ipswich}

Queen’s Park is the centrepiece of Ipswich City, surrounded by heritage architecture and sporting a public zoo. What is less known is that the site is a revered Aboriginal camp, \textit{bora} (ceremonial) site and tournament area.\textsuperscript{150} Ipswich City Council formally acknowledges this in its Land Management Plan.\textsuperscript{151}

In 2011, an archaeological survey revealed many Aboriginal stone artefacts at Queen’s Park, indicating intensive Aboriginal occupancy before settlement. Limestone Ridge (a dominant feature of the park) was found to be a set of chalcedony quarries. Long before European presence, these stimulated trade, ceremony and tournaments between surrounding clans, explaining why a major camping ground developed on this site.\textsuperscript{152} Also before settlement, the explorer Cunningham spotted a shipworm (\textit{Teredo} species) ‘farm’ being operated near what is now Queen’s Park.\textsuperscript{153} Such ‘farms’ (artificial piles of logs regularly harvested for \textit{Teredo}) were constructed near the junction of creeks and rivers (such as the Queen’s Park site), marking popular locations for major base camps.\textsuperscript{154}

European history of Ipswich began with a convict lime-burning outpost at what is now 2 Thorn Street. This is next to Limestone Hill (Queen’s Park), which means the city’s colonial birthplace sits beside the ancient camp.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{147} Steele 1983: 178.
\item \textsuperscript{148} McNiven 1989: 45–48.
\item \textsuperscript{149} Gittins 1994: 15f.
\item \textsuperscript{150} Turnstone and Jagera Daran 2011: 39–40.
\item \textsuperscript{151} Ross Planning 2010: 10.
\item \textsuperscript{152} Turnstone and Jagera Daren 2011: 61–62.
\item \textsuperscript{153} Cunningham 1827 in Turnstone and Jagera Daran 2011: 30.
\item \textsuperscript{154} Queenslander, 9 August 1902: 291. Petrie here identifies teredo farms at creek–river junctions at Mooloolaba, Petrie and other sites known to have had large encampments.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Accounts throughout the nineteenth century give us ample proof that the Queen’s Park area remained a large and thriving Aboriginal settlement: ‘their camp being in a portion of the park near Limestone Hill’.\(^\text{155}\) Frequent, large inter-group tournaments occurred at ‘Limestone Hill’,\(^\text{156}\) indicating the site retained its traditional use. It was only in the 1880s–1890s that Aboriginal residents of Queen’s Park were fully evicted. The evictors were aware that the site was the main living area of the Aboriginal population:

> other than the camp in Queens Park, they did not have a home to go to. It would seem that their presence in Queens Park not only evoked a sense of compassion but also some consternation and perhaps embarrassment.\(^\text{157}\)

The evicted population became the core of Deebing Creek Mission, 8 kilometres south.\(^\text{158}\) Thus the city’s spatial origins were obscured by a forced removal.

---

\(^{155}\) *The Week*, 6 May 1892.

\(^{156}\) *Queenslander*, 28 June 1919.

\(^{157}\) Habermann 2003: 5.

Barcaldine

In 1846, explorer Thomas Mitchell placed a dot on his map at a spot he called ‘Lagoon Creek’. Above this, he scribbled ‘native camp’. Below, he added ‘tribe of natives’. He was 600 kilometres from any white settlement. Seventeen years later, ‘Lagoon Creek Railway Station’ was built exactly where Mitchell placed his ‘native camp’ dot. Twenty years after that, Barcaldine town was founded – again, at Lagoon Creek.

Today, Lagoon Creek is mostly known as the historic location of the Shearers’ Strike camps (1891). What is less known is Lagoon Creek’s status as the Aboriginal camp in colonial times, and that it is where Aboriginal people of the area tend to live still. An abundance of flaked artefacts clearly demonstrates the antiquity of the site at Lagoon Creek. They help to show that Barcaldine is Lagoon Creek Aboriginal camp, enduring from prehistory to the present.

Conclusion

When Patricia Bourke surveyed post-contact camping grounds in Darwin, she discovered she was probably the first person to do so:

[My survey] highlighted the almost complete lack of [archaeological] knowledge related to distribution or frequency of more recent ‘contact period’ sites … archaeological work historically has focused on sites of Holocene or earlier age … [resulting in] a dearth of archaeological research focused on more recent sites in urban areas.

This situation is widespread and highlights the incomplete state of knowledge of historic Aboriginal camps.

It has been presumed that Aboriginal camps were too transient, too disrupted, too fragile or too disconnected to influence urban development. This has led to situations such as the 2014 Musgrave Park tent embassy eviction, wherein it was debated whether Aboriginal people were reclaiming their own place or illegally squatting. By contrast, more than 80 years ago, Queenslanders accepted that settlers had usurped Aboriginal sites:

the bold adventurer, having marked with an axe on the four corner trees the boundary of his selection of 100 square miles falls the first trees for his horse yard and splits the first slabs for his home, with rifle holes in the walls to keep off the blacks that for years will dispute with him possession of the waterhole which is his headquarters.163

This paper argues that although the history of dispersal is undeniable, many Aboriginal camps endured on their traditional locations, maintaining vibrant communities well into the modern era, and impacting the physical configuration of our suburbs and towns.

Long before European discovery, Australia had a populated cultural landscape. It seems logical that patterns of Indigenous occupancy helped define features of urban Australia.164

Many urban roads follow Aboriginal pathways.165 Many suburban placenames equate with ancient living areas.166 In southern Queensland, water reserves and green spaces were often relics of camping grounds, and central business districts often grew from colonial interactions with important Aboriginal base camps.

Who then were the ‘fringe dwellers’? The first homesteads and hamlets often occupied the fringes of Aboriginal water sources and the fringes of Aboriginal base camps. Thus European settlements might be classed as ‘fringe camps’. Kerry Jones, a representative of one of the Kabi Kabi families on the Sunshine Coast, said to me that his people had been vital to ‘kick-starting’ towns and industries ‘but no one believes us’.167 Whether recognised or not, Australia’s urban geography has undeniable Aboriginal foundations.
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